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We believe providing a child with
clean, accessible water is the best way
to help them transform their future.
For the past 28 years people like you
have been providing clean, accessible
water to rural Uganda and because of
you, this morning, over 215 000 people
will wake up and be able drink clean
water from a tap just a few steps away
from their home. You have helped us
do incredible things
Acts for Water is operated by a small
team in Canada who work in
partnership with a local staff in
Uganda and hundreds of local
community volunteers to: build Gravity
Flow Systems (GFS), grow the capacity
of the local community to care for
those systems, and walk with these
communities to teach water, health
and sanitation practices so that the
clean water you help us provide, can
truly transform lives.

15% Growth in top line revenue
30% Growth in net revenue
63% retention rate

OUR YEAR IN
NUMBERS
Acts for Water Canadian Metrics

SNAPSHOT OF ACTIVITIES

7
System Audits

1

Comprehensive WASH
project completed!

15
Latrine Stances

At the beginning of the year we took time to do a deep dive
on seven of our 23 gravity flow systems to see how they are
functioning since they were completed. We interviewed
stakeholders, checked health records and analyzed the
integrity of the systems. The results were illuminating and
have helped inform our future projects
In August, our team began construction on Kicuzi, This project
spanned eight months and included a new School Led
Sanitation approach where we work with kids to influence the
behaviours and attitudes of families and the community.
Because of the generosity of people like you, latrines were
installed at the Kicuzi Primary School, which are critical to
ensuring young girls have access to safe and clean facilities
and encourage them to stay in school.

Through our partnerships with the district, parents,
schools and our donor community here in Canada we
were able to build 3 5 stance latrines in schools that
desperately needed it. Now along with clean, accessible
water students will have clean, safe places to use the
latrine. This will go a long way in helping reduce vector
borne diseases.

Everything we do is in partnership with local governments, stakeholders, and community members

Acts supporters and members of the Good Drink Beverages
company joined us on our trip to Kicuzi for this tap stand
celebration. Gilbert Yeung shares about his life changing
experience.
"It was important to visit Uganda and see the projects firstthand to understand how operations worked in the filed so we
can better explain it to other supporters and customers. I was
surprised by the amount of community engagement and
involvement that needs to happen in order for the stands to be
built. The ongoing health education means there's a bigger
picture and longer lasting impact than just providing clean
water"
We are just months away from breaking
ground on our most comprehensive WASH
project yet in Kota, Uganda. We’re excited to
take the findings from the system audits as
well as our decades of learning and program
experience to the Kota Water Project.
Practically speaking this means that we will
roll out our School Led Sanitation approach
to all primary schools in the region, which
along with clean accessible latrines has
incredible power to transform the health of
these kids and influence their families so
that the entire community can see improved
health. It also means that we will invest more
into capacity building of local leaders to
better sustain and care for this new
infrastructure.

AN OPPORTUNITY LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Watching the celebration from the taps turning on in Kicuzi fills me with such optimism for the future. What a
miracle! As we look ahead to the new fiscal year, our driving factor in all the plans, projects and hopes is a belief
that together, we can help end water poverty, one family, one village and one community at a time. I hope you'll
join us on this exciting adventure" - Ed Brett, Board Chair

